
L Reaction® Chairs

slipcover design
Every Reaction chair comes with a fully upholstered back at no extra charge. Changing the
back’s slipcover upholstery renews the chair’s appearance.

cushy comfort 
Contoured seat and back cushions fit most people very comfortably. Though the 
sitting area on a Reaction chair is larger than comparable chairs, its footprint is not, which
makes it particularly appropriate for smaller offices.

armed for action
Armrests are cantilevered from the back rather than supported from under the seat,
enabling sitters to maintain proper arm support when reclining. The armrests leave the side
of the seat open so that it’s easier to move into various sitting positions—even sideways.
Fixed and height-adjustable arms are available.

12-year, 3-shift warranty
Like all Herman Miller products, the Reaction chair is durable for long-term performance 
and value. As a statement of our confidence in its quality, the Reaction chair is covered by
the Herman Miller Warranty—a straightforward promise that we stand behind that quality
100 percent. The 12-year, 3-shift warranty covers all standard elements and includes labor
on all warranty work.

Steven Caruso

Reaction Work Chair

For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers, 
please visit us at www.hermanmiller.com or call (800) 851 1196. 
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energy in motion
What does it mean to "energize" a chair? To the father-and-son team of Jerome
and Steven Caruso, it meant designing a lively, responsive office chair—one that
moves fluidly and easily with the person it supports. They realized their goal
with the high-performing, highly affordable Reaction chair. With a tilt that keeps
the sitter fully supported at any point in the recline range, the Reaction chair
lets people work in confident comfort. And with its contoured and inviting seat
and back cushions, the Reaction chair helps people maintain their energy during
long workdays.

adjusting the reaction chair
Active adjustments give people control over their
own comfort and support.

1. Seat height – The seat adjusts pneumatically from
16 to 201⁄2 inches.

2. Recline Selector™– The 5-position selector limits the
range of recline for comfort and proper task support.

3. Armrest height – The arms move up and down
over a 4-inch range.

4. Back height – The back adjusts in a 4-inch height
range.

5. Seat depth – A 2-inch adjustment fits a range of
body sizes. 

6. Forward seat angle - This option gives maximum
support during keyboarding or writing.

7. Adjustment reminders – A permanent pullout
instruction card is always at hand for quick reference
on adjustments.

8. Tilt tension – This lets the sitter control the
amount of resistance felt when leaning back.

synchronized action
A unique synchronized tilt made of fiber leaf
springs lets the sitter move fluidly from reclined
to upright positions and back again. When 
the sitter reclines, the seat and back move 
synchronously: For every 2 degrees of back
recline, the seat pan goes back 1 degree. This
motion supports natural body movements and
promotes healthful, comfortable sitting. 
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